
Journey through Hell
By JoshSolves

For Spooky Season 2022. Use of google is
encouraged for *'ed entries if needed. These are all
names I know, but I'm a weird nerd.
(c) 2022 JoshSolves

ACROSS

1 Bad bloom
6 Tousle, as hair

10 Type of enemy or part
of the foot

14 "The Chinese Google"
company (whose
name is so close to
that of 90s hit singer-
songerwriter Erykah)

15 NHL player who broke
the color barrier Willie
(whose name is an
alternative to poet
Cummings)

16 Word that precedes
position, dancer, and
vault

17 Prefix used in
measuring volumes,
but not areas

18 Kind of error the IT
department struggles
to fix?

19 Cupid
20 One thing a person

plays, usually when
they just don't want to
own up to their own
shitty beliefs

23 Baby newts
24 Chow down
25 "these girls are

stealing their ___
hoodies like "it smells
like him" I can smell
[him] like 20 feet away
that is not a positive." -
@hoodrat_messiah

28 "Who approacheth the
bridge of death must
answer me these
questions three, ___
the other side they
see" - Monty Python

29 I'm just saying, if you
"go with your ___"
you're listening to a
bunch of bacteria and I
think I have better
decision making skills
than they do

30 Aves & Blvds
33 Broadcasts again
35 The "Sabbatic Goat"

drawn by Eliphas Levi,
where the half man-
half goat was to
symbolize balance and
the goal of a perfect
social order.*

37 QB's tries
38 That's a moray
39 Prescribed amount
40 When its hotter than

hell?
43 Haitian language
45 Yo mama's so old her

___ is 000-00-0001
46 Defunct league that

gave us the first Slam
Dunk Contest and the
Indiana Pacers

47 Baby deer with
notoriously innocent
looking eyes

48 Smidge (or, when
combined with 16A, a
baby frog)

49 Rudy's coach in
"Rudy", whose name
implies he's be great
at opera (but there's
no I in TEAM, or his
name)

50 QB's oopsies
52 [20A] for one
59 Removes entirely
60 Like a beige room with

gray trim
61 Gets close to

DOWN

63 Butter substitute that
shows up in crossword
puzzles more than my
supermarket

64 Eye in french
65 __ ___ for __ ___

makes the whole world
blind

66 "The ____" - title of a
2015 drama
miniseries, or the only
thing movie related
that was talked about
on March 28th, 2022

67 The ____virus, the
worst thing my
godchild has ever
given me

68 Wonder Woman has
one that makes you
tell the truth

1 Easy as ___
2 Praise
3 Jeer, mock, barb, razz
4 What a corrupt boxer

might take (2 words)

5 Morningstar, the fallen
angel*

6 Stylist product (that
contains all the letters
in 6A, hmm there's a
cryptic clue to be had
here)

7 Bear in the sky
8 Watermelon bit often

spit out
9 Present, as food (2

words)
10 An agreement, but

with a demon (2
words)

11 2018 Best picture
winner (that is not
about tomato sauces)

12 Thicken, as blood
13 With "up in", where

y'all gonna make DMX
lose his mind

21 Flings alternative
(abbr.)

22 Promise sworn in
blood

25 Dude's guys
26 Celebrates

27 In Dante's Inferno he
is at the center of the
Ninth Circle of Hell,
chewing on Judas and
Brutus*

29 Lady (who when
you're friend's with her
you call her a pal)

30 A nonstandard unit of
length (equal to 5ft 7in)
used to measure the
Massachusetts Ave
bridge that connects
Boston and Cambridge
named after a 1958
MIT frat pledge. That
pledge later headed
the American National
Standards Institute
and the International
Organization for
Standardization.

31 Brilliant inventor
whose name is now
associated with cars
that autopilot into
pedestrians, or catch
on fire, or lock people
in the car, or

32 Knight's noble mount
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34 Demonolog___, a
person who'd be
familiar with more than
one entry in this puzzle

35 Spelling contest
36 Praiseful poem
38 Best Friendz 4 ___
41 Tell ahead of time

about a problem
42 "The Destroyer", "The

Angel of the
Bottomless Pit"*

43 Sum of half of sports
divis.

44 Scan type used for
most things in Minority
Report

47 Name from the Greek
"slanderer" or "the who
who divides", but now
is more often thought
of in Spanish*

49 Greek fabulist who
gave us the phrase
"sour grapes"

51 "I've just ____ _ face" -
Beatles song that was
on Help! in the UK but
Rubber Soul in the US

52 Big hairdos

53 Small stream, or when
doubled a banger song
from Sleigh Bells

54 Thought or concept

55 Crossword setter's
favorite cookie

56 Foul alternative in
baseball

57 Scottish refusals

58 Supporters of the 18th
amendment, slangly

62 Internet marketer's
metric


